
Why your agency needs a comprehensive GIS Needs Assessment

• Are you comfortable with your current GIS investments and are they in line with your agency’s goals
and strategic objectives?

• Does your current GIS infrastructure deliver clear bottom-line benefits for your agency?

• Are you confident that you can build a business case to justify new technology?

• Are you sure that you have all the data your agency needs to provide superior customer service to
residents and business in your community?

• Are the benefits of GIS in your organization easily quantifiable when compared to cost?

Today, local government agencies are required to justify their GIS investments. Many IT managers must
now demonstrate a real return-on-investment (ROI) and develop a business case for every investment in
technology.

If you have any doubts about your ability to justify new investments in GIS technology then EI
Technologies can be of service to your organization.

EI Technologies’ GIS Consulting Services is the solution!

EI Technologies’ GIS Needs Assessment team will thoroughly evaluate the capabilities of GIS for your
organization. We will conduct a comprehensive evaluation of your software, hardware, data, staffing, and
process needs on a department-by-department basis.

We will help you gain perspective on potential customer service benefits of implementing an enhanced GIS
through the conversion of business data into high-quality geospatial information and development of
efficient data maintenance applications. Our proven process is a cost-effective way for you to gain insight
into your software, hardware, data, staffing, governance, and process needs.

EI Technologies believes that a successful GIS infrastructure requires focused efforts by our consultants
and our customers. Together, we can plan the most effective geospatial decision support system to
address your organizational requirements.
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Benefits of EI Technologies’ GIS Consulting Services
EI Technologies will explore assess, and report on these key areas of your GIS:

• Department needs and strategic opportunities

• Data architecture and maintenance

• Software procurement and systems integration

• Customized applications development

• Improved GIS data security

• Human resources development

• Costs and benefits of new investments in GIS technology


